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About This Game

Before start to reading the description, I juste ask to you to be indulgent about my orthographe, because of the fact that's i'm
french and I'm not writing english very well

Welcome to the arena of 3, 2, 1, SURVIVE ! a game which graphics are in first look ugly, a gameplay very basic (due to the
fact that's the creator of this game know absolutly nothing in game creation), but a game which is very addictive and hard !

In 3, 2, 1, SURVIVE ! your skill are put in a rough test. you control a simple heart in the middle of arena, all you have to do it's
survive the moste time which you can to get the highest score. But, be careful, the mobs are very numerous, and they do the
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maximum fot avoid you to get your objectif.

WHAT'S THE STORY OF THIS GAME ?

There are not story in this game, it's an arcade scoring game with a simple principe.
All you have to do, it's made the best score which you can.

HOW WE PLAY ?

The rule are simple :
-you are a heart which you can contrle with arrow or WASD (or ZQSD in function of your keyboard)

-they are mobs who spawning and attack you, so you have to avoid it for win points
-each 10ms you win 1 points

WHO THE MOBS ?

There are a various number of mobs in this game. some of theme come when you survive a certain time.
There is a list of some jobs which you can meet in this game :

The Square

 The first mob which you meet in starting a game. Who know where this blue square go, but which is sure, it's that's very
numerous and come from every direction. Be careful do not touch it.

The drone

 With he's smiling face, the drone was in fact a bad drone who was programed to follow you when you are at
proximity of him.

The Bomb

 You thing you are safe in staying at the same position ? you wrong ! the bomb are here for avoid you to not moving. So,
if you want to survive : RUN !

The Missile

 It's Difficult to know when the missile was shooting, due to his speed. But, which it's sure, it's that's missile are
always pointed to your position !

And many other mobs
It's to easy if i spoil the integrality of my game. They are many other mobs on this game, if you want to discover it, you have one

think to do : stay alive !

WHO THIS CRAZY FRENCH GUY WHO HAVE MADE THIS GAME ?

Hello, my name is Yannstr
I'm french and have the idea to made a great challenge.

I know absoolutly nothing in game creating, and when i said nothing, that's mean about programming, game designe, script,
ect....

I decide suddenly to make a game in basing only on tutorial on a free game engine.
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I starting to download Godot engine, to learn how to use it and how to programming in GDScript with a tutorial called "your
first game". After this tutorial, I decide to use the gameplay of it and transforme to an addictive game, with some personal thing

which is not on the tutorial.
In making a game without knowledg, I try to answere a question : can we be a game creator, without studying how we do and

without to work with a compagny, juste be an normal individue and launch a game like this ?
Maybe someone have already answered in that's question by making his game and sell it on steam, or maybe i'm the only who do

that's.
In all case, I hope that's my game enjoy you and maybe can make an new professional way without studying.
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It is a good looking DLC with a good fictional map and a good working bus. Only thing i found that there are some invisible
walls on the highway from oberfeld and on route from Eichestedt, but that can hopefully be fixed soon.. Its a simple Platformer
with standart elements. there are a lot of levels, but they are pretty repetitive. most of the levels just get frustrating, as putting
loads of spikes (and no checkpoints) in a level to make it hard does not equal good level design. the controls are bad as jumping
seems to not always register. If you like tryhard games and frustration this might be for you.. There is no game here. What is
offerend doesnt remotely resemble the video or the screenshots, aside from the AI robot. DO NOT BUY. Maybe one day if it is
developed into a game.. Old-school style fun! Whenever I'm at the local arcade I gravitate towards classic style games like this
so this is a fun throw back for me in the form of a new game - not to mention it's highly addictive.

It would be great if the option to re-configure the keyboard keys differently were provided in future updates but this is not a
complaint so much as a suggestion for the future. They are fine as is, personal preference just wishes I was using the directional
arrows instead of the alpha keys.

Looking forward to seeing future updates and\/or developments from these guys.. I cannot believe you release your game
without checking its bugs. I cannot play this game after the first fight and I think this is a problem that you should focus before
you publish any DLC. Show some respects to your consumers, please!. I'd really recommend this visual novel if you want to
play one that's a little different. The story was nice, it had beautiful moments in it and tbh I never thought I'd play a visual novel
in my life but this one was different and kept me interested the whole time! Completed the whole story as well, I think it's the
whole historical factory to the game that made it so interesting for me. A story about love and war, good combination. Haha
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Great promise in this game. Well done to the lone developer who has brought this game to where it is fully playable and very
enjoyable. I am so glad I got in early on ths, it's a lot of fun...looks great, runs like a dream and is very playable as is! I played a
good 40 minutes just on the flight training level, taking in the sights and getting the hang of the bombs on the one flyable plane
that is currently included. The helicopter is great fun and so too is the attack boat. I really want to see this game develop in depth
and in content. Well done sir.....I want more!!
. Pros:
-Its only a dollar
(and for only a dollar it has 20 levels and a fairly good concept)
-Fun at first glance
-Mechanics are fun
Cons:
-Music becomes very repetitive, a 30 second sound bit on loop if not longer
-Not very enjoyable after awhile
-Personally would not pick this back up ever again after platying through it some. this game is so bad why would anyone want to
play it? i play it just to make fun of it with my friends. are they serious, they want you to pay money for this.. i would not
reccomond this! everytime i try to "play" im like 5 feet to the side of the actual track so i keeop going through walls
. Its a good game, but there is one massive flaw of players randomly stopping with the ball while you are playing with them
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